Wilmot Road Primary School places high priority on the principle that all students should strive for excellence and success, both educationally and socially. The Talent Opportunity Potential scholarship program is sponsored by Wilmot Road P.S. together with our community and education partners to clearly endorse this philosophy.

The spirit and intent of these scholarships is to recognise individual potential and personal strengths in each scholarship category. The provision of these scholarships also aims to build parent student confidence, student aspirations and goals through ongoing support from Wilmot Road P.S. and external business partners.

Scholarship are available to grade 4 and 5 students and involves students firstly making application for a scholarship and category(s) they are interested in and then being shortlisted to appear before an interview panel which select successful candidates. Parents, Scholarship sponsors and the scholarship student(s) also make pledges and commitments to meet their expectations and responsibilities to each other during the course of the scholarship.

Current scholarship categories include.

1. Educational Transition to Secondary School
2. Business Studies
3. Civic leadership
4. Trades & technology Studies
5. Financial Wellbeing
6. Female Leadership
7. Male Leadership

Our School places great pride in the provision of high standards of student success and positive learning relationships beyond our school. Together with our scholarship sponsors, we are confident this unique scholarship program will enhance success in future years for each scholarship recipient.